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A. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Pregnancy affects the absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of pharmacologic substances.
However, knowledge of how drug pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) are altered by
pregnancy is limited,1 and this hampers our ability to treat both women and fetuses. There are numerous
challenges in implementing PK and PD study protocols in a population of pregnant women, including:
•

The complexity of the maternal and fetal biological systems, comprised of a large number of interconnected
components for which function in drug disposition, toxicity and safety is only partially understood

•

The need for new biomarkers to rapidly and specifically assess issues related to safety, toxicity, and
especially efficacy

•

The ethical obstacles related to the design and conduct of clinical studies in this population

•

The need to address the time dependent nature of PK and PD data, which requires development of
pregnancy that account for nonlinearities with respect to system parameters, drug doses, and time.

There is an urgent need for a better understanding of the interplay of the factors influencing drug effects in the
pregnant woman and the conceptus.
PK studies and drug trials in pregnant women have not been conducted routinely because of safety concerns.
However, the safety of women and fetuses may be compromised by administration of off-label drugs in
pregnancy without information about the efficacy and safety profile or the proper dosing during pregnancy.1,2
The lack of safety data is particularly concerning. The conceptus is most susceptible to teratogenic effects
during the first 60 days of pregnancy.3 In addition, adverse events that affect the fetus may not be detected
during the course of a trial, but only long after exposure, necessitation data collection over a long period of
time.4
It is well known that the majority of pregnant women in the western world are exposed to one or more drugs
during pregnancy.5,6,7 Mothers with chronic diseases may take one or more drugs throughout pregnancy, based
on the judgment that the benefit of the drug to the mother outweighs the risk to the fetus; examples include
treatment for seizure disorders and affective disorders.5
Analysis of PK and PD data gathered during pregnancy using compartmental and noncompartmental methods
and population analyses may require development of novel model structures to account for the increased
complexity of the underlying maternal-fetal biology. Though complex, these model-based methodological
approaches hold substantial promise for facilitating experimental design8 and data analysis in the presence of
unfavorable signal-to-noise ratios.
Especially promising are population-based methods employing nonlinear mixed effects models.9 These models
can be used to quantify the influence of demographic, environmental, and genetic factors on the disposition
and effect of drugs, and ultimately the dose-response relationship. Explicit modeling of the dose-exposureresponse cascade has been identified as a potentially rewarding analytical tool for drug development,9
impacting issues ranging from protocol development to individual patient dose adjustment. “Model-based
drug development” was identified as an area of opportunity in the recent FDA white paper on the Critical Path
to New Medical Products.10
Efficacy and effectiveness trial planning cannot be properly informed without knowledge of PK and PD,
because the optimum doses and dosage intervals for pregnant women are unknown.1 Fetal therapy via
maternal drug administration is another field with only a small evidence base to date. A deeper understanding
of factors affecting drug levels in the mother and fetus will greatly advance knowledge in this area.
Many investigators have addressed the complexity of the maternal and fetal systems affecting drug absorption
and elimination. There are several independent placental systems for drug transport and metabolism,
including plasma membrane carriers, biotransforming enzymes, and export pumps.11 Placental enzyme
systems and transporters include several CYP isoenzymes and other monooxygenases, uridine diphosphateglucuronosyltransferases, sulfotransferases, multidrug resistance proteins, breast cancer resistance protein,

extraneuronal monoamine transporter, human equilibrative nucleoside transporters, dipeptide transporters,
sodium-dependent
multivitamin
transporters,
carnitine
transporter
and
glutathione
Stransferases.2,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 P-glycoprotein (P-gp), expressed in brush border, is one of the best
studied placental molecules, and functions to pump xenobiotics out of the fetal compartment.23 During
intrauterine life, the placenta can perform both Phase I and Phase II reactions, and can metabolize many
xenobiotics.15 The placenta’s metabolic ability is less extensive than that of fetal liver and is largely limited to
steroid metabolism.24 Different classes and types of enzymes, hormone receptors, and transporters are located
on the brush border than on the basal membrane, so that transfer of nutrients and waste products to and from
the fetus can occur unidirectionally.25 Fetal to maternal transfer of some drugs has been demonstrated.5
In addition to the placenta, fetal liver and extrahepatic tissues (adrenal, lung, kidney, spleen, thymus, brain,
and cardiac tissues) contain several CYP forms. Many of these enzymes are characterized by adaptive
enhancement, so that expression is governed by maternal health, environmental factors and gestational age.5,24
The mechanisms governing constitutive and induced expression of CYPs in fetal tissues and placenta are still
being characterized.15
Placental permeability to drugs is primarily via passive diffusion, and is influenced by many factors including
ionization, maternal-fetal concentration gradient, surface area and thickness of the placenta, pH of maternal
and fetal blood, extent of protein binding in maternal and fetal blood, lipid solubility, polarity, molecular
weight, blood flow in the fetal and maternal compartments, and the formation of aggregates with similar
molecules or other compounds.5,14,15,26 Pharmacologic characteristics may act as modifiers of placental
permeability. For example, although protein-bound drugs cannot cross the placenta by passive diffusion,
binding is a transitory phenomenon, so that when the drug separates from the protein it can cross the placenta
before binding to another protein5. Several penicillins, including ampicillin, diffuse across the placenta despite
being strongly acidic.27
Other mechanisms of drug passage across the placenta are thought to be of lesser importance. Facilitated
diffusion is a minor transfer mechanism.5 Some drugs demonstrate a “depot phenomenon” in vitro when
binding to placental tissue, but the extent to which this phenomenon occurs in vivo is not known.5 Endocytosis
has been considered a minor mechanism, and though this is now questioned in the case of new peptide and
nucleic acid therapies, the internalization of viruses via endocytosis has been demonstrated.5,28
Placental transporters are not necessarily restricted to their physiological substrates. Xenobiotics with
structures similar to physiological substrates may inhibit transport of these substrates by competition,
interfering with fetal development.5,11,29 In other cases, placental enzymes facilitate the production of
metabolites that are more toxic to the fetus than the original compound. 5,11
Placental metabolism and transport are affected by environmental factors, including drugs of abuse, nicotine,
alcohol, air pollution and contaminated food. 5
Therapy with multiple drugs may give rise to drug interactions in the placenta, and these phenomena may form
the basis for optimization of pharmacotherapy. It is well known, for example, that verapamil administered for
fetal tachyarrhythmia blocks placental efflux of digoxin by P-glycoprotein, thus enhancing digoxin delivery to
the fetus.5
Maternal physiologic changes throughout pregnancy are numerous and have major effects on drug absorption,
metabolism and elimination via changes in volume of distribution, transport proteins, clearance and half-life.2
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) increases throughout pregnancy, until about the 37th week.2 Late pregnancy is
characterized by changes in hepatic blood flow and protein binding.2,30 Activity of some CYP isoenzymes is
increased and others decreased during pregnancy, necessitating dosage changes.2,31,32 The few studies that
have been conducted on P-gp expression in human placental and fetal tissue suggest a change in its expression
over the course of pregnancy.33 Intestinal motility is decreased and gastric pH is increased during pregnancy,
but whether these factors significantly alter drug absorption is unknown.1,2 Cardiac output is elevated
throughout pregnancy and plasma volume is increased.2
The placental structure itself changes dramatically during pregnancy, evidenced by thinning of the organ and
accompanying increases in surface area and blood flow.34 The integrity of the placenta or blood flow patterns
and substance transfer may be altered in pathological situations such as hypertension and hydrops fetalis.5

The study of obstetric pharmacology presents several methodological challenges and problems. In vitro
models include perfused cotyledons, villus explants and monolayer cultures, isolated trophoblast plasma
membrane and isolated transporters and receptors, but these cannot account for all the variables present in
vivo.5 The cotyledon model has been used with success, but cannot account for protein binding effects and
rates of efflux in vivo.35
Animal species demonstrate considerable heterogeneity in placentation and xenobiotic metabolism, so that
lower animal models cannot be reliably used to predict drug behavior in humans.15,34 In many experimental
animals, the fetus is unable to metabolize drugs until late fetal or post-natal life, limiting the species that are
useful for study.36
In vivo methods to characterize maternal-fetal drug transfer must administer the drug to both the fetal and
maternal compartments and then measure drug concentration in both the maternal and fetal blood. Due to the
high risks of human percutaneous umbilical blood sampling, this technique is limited to animal studies.14
Plasma concentrations may not accurately predict intracellular concentrations.37
Studies performed in relatively small numbers of human subjects can form the basis for simulation of clinical
trials that have not been conducted. This is usually accomplished through the formulation of a PK-PD model
conditional on the available data. The parameter estimates and model structure thus developed can then be
used to explore other dosing scenarios. Monte Carlo simulation allows for large numbers of hypothetical
subjects, but still reflects the characteristics of the original population analyzed.38 Though Monte Carlo
methods are limited by the appropriateness of the PK-PD model, they are a powerful tool, in conjunction with
PK-PD modeling, for rigorously comparing various drug administration strategies.
Human studies in this area are few, but there are several examples of successful work. Medical management of
fetal SVT with digoxin or flecainide and digoxin has been accomplished.39 Elliot’s group40 showed that
glyburide did not cross the placental barrier in appreciable quantities, and conducted a randomized controlled
trial on pregnancy outcomes comparing insulin to glyburide.41 Koren’s group has recently demonstrated
glyburide efflux from the fetal to the maternal circulation by several transporters.42 Kraemer et al. documented
this in vitro in a placental perfusion model, and showed that verapamil does not modify glyburide transport,
suggesting that P-gp is not the responsible transporter.35 Andrew et al. characterized amoxicillin PK in
pregnancy and three months postpartum and studied different dosage strategies, both with empiric data and
model-based Monte Carlo simulations, demonstrating a potential need for modifications in dosing of
amoxicillin for anthrax prevention.38
Studies should be prioritized by maternal/fetal risk and need, and PK studies should precede efficacy studies.42
Assessments of the feasibility of using previously characterized substrates as markers for dosage adjustment
are needed. Study designs should consider gestational age, since metabolic effects change throughout
pregnancy.
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